PARTY MANUAL

Parties are an important moment for a Dance As Fire school, this is
because they aim to give variety, entertainment, sharing and a sense of
aggregation to the student.
In a Danceasfire dance school, the parties also aim to make the system
known to new students who as accompanying members could take
advantage of trial lessons. Therefore it is important to plan at least 1
party per month, trying to vary using the imagination, SURPRISING the
students .
The parties are mainly free or can be paid for if you offer food, live
music ..........
In this manual you will find examples of how to organize a party and
some ideas. However, your imagination must search for innovative and
surprising themes.

PRIVATE PROPERTY

HALLOWEEN PARTY

PREPARATION:
- Posters in the school;
- Invitations to all students;
- At the entrance tickets are delivered with two different images to
divide them into teams;
- Playlist;
- Cards with objects;
The evening was divided into the three general dance moments.
1st slow dances: teachers dance with pupils and one person forms
couples;
2 ° dances + fast: one person does animation, one form couples other
teachers dance with students;
3 ° mixed dances: person makes animation, one makes couples others
dance with students;

Before the parade and the division into teams, remember the various
events organized by the School.
DANCE PARADE: the two teams must parade one at a time in the
center of the track and Count Dracula must choose the winners of the
most beautiful and original mask. One winner per team. The result
will be given at the end of the evening
GAMES: each team is led by a teacher.
For each game the team that wins has the right to two puzzle pieces,
the team that loses only 1
MUMMY: with two rolls of toilet paper per team, the students must
mummify the teacher within a maximum time of 40 sec.
THE CALDERONE: each team draws from a hat three tickets with
three indicated objects that in the maximum time of 30 seconds must
bring to the team leader and put in the cauldron to create the magic
potion. Items must be simple to find but not discounted.
DRACULA CHAMPIONSHIP: Count Dracula loves dance competitions
where, however, the participants must dance the worst they can.
Different songs by team
Before the final animation with the group dances decree the winning
teams and the winners of the dance parade.
WALT DISNEY PARTY
In a night of stars, when the sun was now turning at noon, the news
reached the palace via facebook that the princess Cindarella daughter of
King Arthur and the Queen of Hearts had been kidnapped and taken
prisoner in a very luxurious Loft by the Genius of the Lamp who 'she had
hidden in a secret place and therefore had to be freed.
To discover this secret place, the Royals decided that all their relatives
invited to the wedding should come together to look for the secret place
and then go to free the princess.
The two families will therefore have to curl up to find out where the
princess has been locked up….
The discovery of the secret place, however, involves passing 3 tests, each

test will lead to the discovery of a clue.
* 1. Dancing BACHATA Back - Back PA
2*. Dancing FOX TROT Invert roles MAN - WOMAN DOS
* 3. Dance RUMBA and take the Cha cha step in LAM time
JOIN THE CLUE AND DISCOVER THE PLACE
Well we found out that the princess was taken prisoner on Lampados
Island, now we need the two families to unite to go and free her.
So we finally begin our expedition in search of the princess but on our
journey we meet the DARK BRIDGE OF THE NON-RETURN illuminated by
the blazing lights of Broadway.
At the bridge we find two characters …… but who will they ever be ????
They are Pumba and Timon who ask us to dance their favorite song to
make us cross the bridge, they will show us how to do it and then we will
dance with them… ..
We finally arrived on Lampados Island, but the Genius of the Lamp will
agree to free the princess on conidzione that we grant her 3 DESIRES
He has heard that we are extraordinary dancers and knows that only we
can fulfill his wishes
feeling elegant and for this reason it requires a very elegant V.LENTO
(head and feet)
feeling sexy and for this requires a very sensual RUMBA (arms, gaze)
wants to feel free for this requires us a wild SWING
… ..We managed to free the princess and we fulfilled the wishes of the
Genius of the Lamp who greets us with his favorite song….
MUSIC CODE (A friend like you)

PIGIAMA PARTY
Evening rigorously in pajamas, you can also
bring items to go to bed such as, pillows,
slippers, headphones, curlers …….
During the evening there will be many balls
and games
Divide men and women into 2 groupsProva di

speed: Dancing divided men and women first slow and then faster 2 staff
members will check our speed;
1. Seduction test: Men and women will have to sit at Full Mounty for men
and 9 and a half weeks for women;
2. MERENGUE: everyone is dancing in a row under his arm, the first row
that falls off is lost.
During the evening that must be planned between what the staff has to do
and the students have to do it lasts 1 hour and 30 minutes.
Advertise events.
GOOD NIGHT AND CHAMOMILE FOR EVERYONE
FESTA DI NATALE
HOURS 21.20 PARADE OF THE TWO TEAMS (ELVES AND REINDEERS)
TEACHER CODE
HOURS 21.30 TOP ALCE
DECORATE THE TEACHER (team that
wins attacks the tail of the moose)
HOURS 21.35 ADVERTISEMENT
2 - MERRY CHRISTMAS PLAY sung
STRONGER (team that wins attacks the
nose of the moose)
HOURS 21.45 GENERAL DANCE
HOURS 22.00 3 - BACHATA

you dance back to back those who come off
lose
MERENGUE you dance all in a row under your arm the first row that
comes loose
SWING you dance base step with arms up to whoever falls arms lose
The team that wins attacks the elk horns.
The team that attacks multiple parts of the moose wins a box of
chocolates

HOURS 10.10 GENERAL DANCE
HOURS 22.20 1 - CHRISTMAS SONG
2 - DELIVERY OF GREETING TICKETS
3 - ANIMATION
4 - PANDORO
GOOD NIGHT AND BEST WISHES TO ALL
- Prepare playlists with Christmas music Greeting cards signed by
teachers
- Take pandoro and cut into slices
- Poster with reindeer chocolates
- Bags to decorate teachers
COCCO BELLO PARTY
- 9.00 pm GENERAL DANCE
- 9.30 pm Welcome to the evening
TEAM DIVISION
- TEAM OF LIFEGUARDS parade with Baywatch song
- TEAM OF BAGNISHES parade with song Sweet Cola
- 1st RUBACOCCO GAME
In a maximum time of 2 minutes, 2 members of each square in merengue
time must reach the basket positioned in the center of the room and take 1
colored coconut each, who in the set time will have collected more colored
coconut trees will win !!! The fruit inside the basket is worth double
- MONKEY SCREAM TO DECREE THE END OF TIME
- 9:40 pm GENERAL DANCE
- 9.50 PM ADVERTISEMENT
- HOURS 22.00 ANIMATION Caribbean themed group dance
- HOURS 22.05 COCONUT DANCE
Form the couples within each team and each couple will have to dance with

the cocci in hand the following dances, without ever letting them fall
- BACHATA - FOX TROT - RUMBA
- 10.15 PM SAVE THE BATHER
The lifeguards team will always have to join the bathers team in mazurka
time, split up and save a bather and lead him safely to the lifeguards team
in time with music
- 10.25 pm WAKA WAKA ANIMATION
Late evening.
SPRING PARTY
9.00 PM BEGINNING OF THE EVENING GENERAL DANCE
HOURS 21.20 WELCOME
PRESENTATION OF THE JUDGES (choose 3
staff members)
TEAM DIVISION
HOURS 21.30 1st CHALLENGE IMPROVISATION
Each team will have to improvise the dance that the DJ will choose, and
during each dance our judges will give their score, the balls foreseen for
this first challenge will be 3.
- 1st BACHATA DANCE
- 2nd DANCE SAMBA
- 3rd DANCE HUSTLE
ADVERTISING event or spotight
HOURS 21.45 GENERAL DANCE
9:55 PM 2nd CHALLENGE KEEP THE TIME

During each dance at some point our DJ will remove the sound and you will
have to dance in time to the music, when the music returns you will have to
be perfectly in time ...
- 1st VALZER
- 2 ^ CHA CHA CHA
- 3rd RUMBA
- 4 ^ FOX TROT
- 5th SALSA
HOURS 10.10 GENERAL DANCE
HOURS 22.15 3rd FINAL CHALLENGE
Each team following their foreman (one of the teachers initially assigned)
will have 1 minute to improvise a choreography consisting of three
elements. At the end of the allotted time you will have to challenge yourself
to the music and convince the judges that you are the TEAM
HOURS 22.20 AWARDS + GENERAL DANCE
GOOD NIGHT TO ALL
THE CRUISE OF THE DANCE
21.00 BACKGROUND Music
HOURS 21.10 SOUND OF THE SHIP
THAT LEAVES
It is the captain who speaks
Welcome to the Fantastic danceasfire
Cruise while sailing you will have the
pleasure of visiting the dance culture
of particular populations scattered in the different locations that we will
touch during our trip.
As we move away from the famous port of Forlì, the local population of
Romagna greets us with their favorite song ... and wishes us a good journey
....
ANIMATION AUNT OF FORLì
ROMAGNA MIA

MAZURKA
HOURS 21. 20 ATHENS
We get together and all together with the officers on board we dance
SIRTAKI
HOURS 21.25 CAIRO
Welcome to the land of the Pharaohs where the Bedouin population invites
us to let loose on the track with this traditional dance
HOURS 21.30 IBIZA
Continuing our navigation we can admire from our ship the Festos and
crazy island of Ibiza where from the countless discos we get a rhythm that
we absolutely cannot resist everyone on the track to dance !!!!!!!
HOURS 21.35 BLACKPOOL
Passing from the coasts of England we hear rumors that the most famous
competition in the world will take place in just two weeks .... Blackpool
Dance Festival. The historic competition that began the first time in 1920,
makes us dream with Slow Waltz, Tango, Fox Trot and therefore forces all
the tracks… ..
HOURS 21.40 SOUND OF THE SHIP….
And now relax in the ballroom and enjoy the crossing …… with a nice
general ball….
HOURS 21.50 SOUND OF THE SHIP….
As if by magic we have already arrived… .sun, sea, palm trees and so much
dancing …… WELCOME TO THE CARIBBEAN !!!!!!!
BIENVENIDOS CODE !!!!!!!!!!
HOURS 22.00 BUENOS AIRES
And now landed in Argentina, let's get carried away ... passionate, romantic,
captivating, sensual ARGENTINE TANGO !!!!
HOURS 22.05 CUMBIA
The Colombian population welcomes us with their typical dance… ..
DIVIDED MEN AND WOMEN
The man must court the lady

HOURS 22:10 WE HAVE ARRIVED IN HAWAIIIII !!!! ALL READY FOR LIMBO
HOURS 22.15 AND NOW WE ARE THINKING A Pòòòòòòòòòò IN
AUSTRALIA
HOURS 22.17 FROM THE KANGARAS WE MOVE TO THE LEMURI…. IN
MADAGASCAR WE MUST MOVE IIIIIIIIIIIIIII
10.20 pm noooooooooooooo AN ICEBEERGGGGGGGGGGGG
The cruise sinks ......... TITANIC MUSIC
22.23 Music of the mermaid final dance
PARTY D’INVERNO

Decorations: create a winter scene, draw a big snowman, cover a lot of
artificial snow in the studios and decorate everything! put red
candles, you can put blue Christmas lights to give illusion of the cold.
Food: hot chocolate, frozen cakes.

VALENTINE'S DAY PARTY
Decorations: Use festoons and
decorations with many red hearts!
On the track you can put many red
balloons with small prizes inside.
Staff dressed as a cupid, queen of
heart and king of hearts.

Heart-shaped foods prepared by students.
PARTY FIESTA
Decoration: hang all colored swags,
staff members can wear Mexican
sombreros, colored shawls. Hang
pictures with typical landscapes,
complete with cactus. Distribute
maracas that will bring joy. System
written in Spanish on mirrors and
doors.
Staff: Assign some staff members the
task of welcoming participants at the
entrance, marking the eyebrows of
men with a pencil, with which they
can also draw a mustache. It would be
nice to speak in Spanish.
Buffet: tacos, tortillas, chili and sangria or fruit
cocktails.Intrattenimento: evening of Latin dances, with student
performances and interludes of Spanish dances, in which the staff
performs.

RODEO PARTY
Decorations: your school must have a
western look! Cut cactus from green
billboards and hang them on the walls,
you can also make the effect of the
thorns by gluing thin silver strips on
the branches. Cowboy hats, pistols,
spurs (drawn on cardboard, cut out
and covered with gilded paper) and
lazi hanging from the ceiling will also
add the right Western touch.
To get a more elaborate atmosphere,
use a sort of fence to surround the

track. Hang funny signs inside the school, such as the famous
"Wanted", "Don't spit on the track" or "Place your guns here!".
Buffet: beans, tomato bruschetta and themed drinks.
Entertainment: group and non country dance, line dance.
PARTY OF CRAZY HATS

CLOTHING: Ask participants to create a funny hat: the most original
will be rewarded.
DECORATIONS: Hang balloons and hats from the ceiling and
decorations in colored crepe paper.
ENTERTAINMENT: Numerous moments dedicated to performances.
BUFFET: Sandwiches, cake and drinks.

WHITE AND BLACK PARTY
Decorations: all black and white.
Staff: White men, Black women
Pupils divided into 2 women's teams: white women, black men.
Games and dances in which the 2 teams collide.
Reward the winning team.
Buffet: icing cakes and grape juice.

